
When the sky was scary

Brenner Line,  Italy - 5 February 1945

B-25 of the 340th Bomb Group.

In the foreground is Mt. Stivo,

to the right is Mt.Biaena, behind

Mt. Zugna is the Pasubio massif.

Source: Fold3 - 57th Bomb Wing Association



Photo taken by a B-25 bomber approaching the target, Calliano.

Source: 57th Bomb Wing Association

When the sky was scary

Brenner Line,  Italy

5 February 1945

The 5 February 1945 was a sunny Monday, albeit

cold and windy. It was already after midday and

the few people left in Calliano hoped that that day

would be free of the almost everyday allied

aircraft bombings.

Hope in vain; at 12.40 pm the rumble of

approaching bombers resonated. All eyes turned

towards Folgaria valley, but saw nothing,

whereas three isolated bombers appeared from

above Mt. Finonchio, aiming directly for

Rovereto. These were the three Re Magi (three

wise men) called as such by the locals as they

would always arrive in three.

Their task was to precede the other bombers of

the mission by a few minutes and drop the

fragmentation bombs or white phosphorous

bombs on the anti-aircraft defense posts (Flak),

situated on the hill, in theVallunga area to the

north-east of Rovereto.



Thirty-nine B-25 Mitchell bombers of the 340th Bomb Group from the 57th Air Division USAAF,

departed from the Alesan base in Corsica at 10.56 am, heading for the north of Italy.

Flying over Reggio Emilia and Schio, they arrived close to Rotzo on the Asiago plateau, where they

started their Bomb Run in the direction of Calliano, passing over the Folgaria plateau.

The thirty-six bombers were divided into two groups, flying at an interval of a few minutes from one

another, each group having its distinct course of action for the railway.

The three «Re Magi» of the 486th

Bomb Squadron preceded all the

others and flying over Mt. Finonchio,

clearly aimed at the Flak posts on

Rovereto’s hill.

The lead bomber was the B-25 matr.

43-36098, piloted by the first Lt.

Charles D. Ross. At this point they

were ready to drop the phosphorous

bombs on the target, when the right

engine of the first plane took a direct

hit.

Immediately there was a great blaze,

most likely caused by a fuel fire.The

stricken plane suddenly rotated on

itself and rapidly lost height, and

being out of control, headed towards

the slopes of Mt.Zugna.
East view of Calliano                        Picture by @ArchivioPaniz



The aviators of the bombers that followed, saw,

with their hearts in their mouths, a huge blaze

engulfing their friend Charles’ aircraft, but the

mission had to be accomplished, along with the

release of all of 136, 1000 lb bombs on the

railway bridges of Calliano.

The targets were centred, although some bombs

fell wide of the mark. Eight fell westwards on

the other side of the Adige river, another four

bombs landing eastwards, close to the main

road and another approximately twenty landing

northwards, somewhere between the railway

and the town.

Photograph aerial surveillance with

findings and mission report n.723 and

n.724 of the 5th february 1945.

Picture: 57th Bomb Wing Association

Right: Calliano eastwards view,

at the end of the war, in 1945.

Picture taken from Don Valerio Bottura

book: Calliano, the famous town to the

left of the Adige river.

From 4 November 1944 to 25 April 1945

Calliano was subjected to approximately

100 bombings.



Summary of the 488th BS, which had the

Rio Cavallo railway bridge as its target.

Source: 57th Bomb Wing Association

List of accomplished missions in February 1945, by the 486th BS; on 5 February the

mission to Calliano, with 12 planes, and the one to Rovereto with 3 planes is evidenced.

At point I there is a list of the names of the men pronounced „missing-in-action“ and

the war victims; the first 7 planes belonged to the aircrew of the plane that was shot dow.



The witness

Mariano Dalbosco was 15 years old in 1945. He

lived in Albaredo, a small town located 700

metres above sea level, just a few kilometres

from Rovereto. Albaredo is the first town on your

way to Vallarsa, on the left side of the Leno river.

Mariano and his friends, from their privileged

position were the first in line to witness the

frequent bombings that struck the city of

Rovereto. Mariano reveals that on some days the

bombers would appear in the skies surrounding

Rovereto up to three times a day. On other

occasions other small planes (fighter planes)

would appear in the sky. Those were the ones that

the boys also called “Picchiatelli” because they

would swoop down in a nose-dive and start

strafing. On that Monday of 5 February 1945, it

was still full into winter and Albaredo was under

a metre of snow. Mario was nearby with his skiis

on. It was a beautiful day, though windy. This

very wind brought in the well known rumble of

bombers approaching from the east. He looked up

“I saw three bombers appear from behind Mt.

Finonchio’s peak and I immediately knew that

they were about to drop the bombs on the Flak

posts in Vallunga. Suddenly, I saw a huge blaze!

An anti-aircraft bullet had centred the engine of

the first plane’s right wing. The plane sharly

rotated an began to lose height, heading straight

towards me. I saw a parachute opening, and the

aviator go down onthe other side of the valley, in

the Mt. Ghello area, near the village of Toldi. A

moment later, with a frightening noise, I thought

that the plane, out of control, was about to crash

on Albaredo. I threw myself to the ground in the

snow, and only then I heard the crash. The plane

had crashed somewhere up near Mt. Zugna!”



Mariano, once recovered from the initial fright, decided to climb towards Mt. Zugna to try and find the

exact spot of the plane crash. The climb was exhausting, difficult because of the thick snow. After a little

more than a kilometre he came across the crash site; tiny green flames were blazing sparsely in amongst

the snow, but there was little left of the huge bomber. Two elderly men from Albaredo who had arrived

earlier on the spot told him that two locals from Lizzana, who probably were already nearby, had found

something of the aviator’s equipment bags, comntaining money in different currencies along with other

useful tools, in case of a landing made in enemy grounds. Of the entire plane, the only thing left whole

was one of the landing carriage wheels, which Mariano, together with the two elderly men from

Albaredo, managed to carry back to the town. They then cut the rubber tyre in three equal parts, from

which they fabricated some shoe soles.

The small town of Albaredo (TN) - Picture by @archivioPaniz

Below: The crash-site                      Picture by@archivioPaniz



The ring in the picture was found on the

crash site by a local from Albaredo.

His sons still treasure it as a precious

memoir.

Picture by Nicola Campolongo

East view of the town of Albaredo.

Picture by @ArchivioPaniz



Mariano continues his story: “With the two elderly men we went back to te site of crash, bringing

two wooden boxes with us, hoping to find the deceased aviators remains; unbelievably, we could not

even find one bone, only bits of flesh scattered on the snow. We placed the remains in the two boxes,

burried them and held a simple ceremony in Albaredo’s cemetry. After the end of war, perhaps it was

already 1947, some Americans came to Albaredo searching for their dead. At first we could not find

the boxes, so the Americans grew quite angry at us. Eventually they dug the ground up, going further

afield until they found what they were looking for”

The six fallen aviators now rest in peace in the United States, at Fort Scott National Cemetery.



Source: Courtesy of Cahill Family and Outlaw Family



Extract taken from the 486th BS war diary                                   Picture by 57th Bomb Wing Association



Above: A panoramic view of the crash-site.

Ossario di Castel Dante, (Castel Dante’s

ossuary), Lizzana and Borgo Sacco.

Picture by @ArchivioPaniz

Right: Il Fungo di Albaredo,

(Albaredo’s Mushroom).

In the background, Mt. Finonchio.

The Mushroom is located

approximately 200 metres down

the hill from the crash-site .



Highlighted in orange on the map, is the site

where Lt. Ross B-25 was shot down, in the

airspace between Volano and Noriglio. The

yellow star indicates the site where the plane

crashed, 1200 metres West of Albaredo. The

white parachute shows the place where the

pilot landed, South of Toldi, on Mt. Ghello.

The small

town of

Toldi.

Picture by

@Archivio

Paniz

Mt. Ghello,

and its

southwards

view, facing

Mt. Zugna



The first two pages of the MACR with reference to the B-25 crash in Albaredo - Source Fold3 NARA



At this point, you are probably wondering what happened to that aviator who managed to bail out with

his parachute. A local from Noriglio, Nicola Campolongo tells us his story: “This story was such an eye-

opener for me! In the early 2000s, while tidying up my grandmother’s papers, shortly after she sadly left

us, I found a small photograph that I have never seen before. I was so curious that I started looking for

some information about it, although it was only in 2013, referencing some web-sites and with the

assistance of researchers dealing with plane crashes during World War II, that I learned about the story of

this photograph, and of the unlucky American aviators;

with reference to the story of the previous pages,

from the part where a man with a parachute was

seen bailing out from the bomber on fire.

He was the pilot, 1st Lt. Charles D. Ross, who

managed to eject himself from the cockpit’s upper

door, even tough it was engulfed in flames.

Despite his severe burns, he still managed to land

alive in the fields nearby Toldi’s small town, just a

few kilometres from Rovereto. He was immediately

rescued by some civilians, who took him to the

town’s doctor, Mario Prosser who provided him

with first-aid.

Doctor Prosser put himself at great risk by doing so,

as German soldiers who arrived shortly after,

threatened to shoot him for helping an enemy pilot!»

Charles D. Ross - Picture source: 57th Bomb Wing Association



Here is the photograph’s explanations!

The second woman from the right is my

grandmother, Carmela Senter, together

with other civilians and two soldiers

from the aerial observation squad that

resided in a small observatory house

close to town. The unlucky pilot was

then arrestes by German soldiers and

taken to Rovereto’s Public Hospital. On

the 6th February, He was transferred to

the Trento Military Hospital, where he

then died on the 12th, due to the

complications from the severe burns.

An odd fact: the b-25 cockpit door

which broke off and precipitated to

the ground, was then found by a local

from Zaffoni, a small village near

Toldi, and was used as a window

frame. This window frame can still be

seen on this house.

Above: some civilians, together with the soldiers of the Toldi

anti-aircraft Observatory, gathered around the severly burnt

pilot.

Right: the B-25 cockpit door, still visible in the village

of Zaffoni

Picture by Nicola Campolongo



Charles D. Ross

Picture source: 57th Bomb Wing Association

Right: small anti-aircraft observatory in Toldi.

Picture by Nicola Campolongo



Two B-25 Mitchell bombers returning to the base, after a mission to the north of Italy.

The plane on the left has its tail damaged by the anti-aircraft fire, and will not be able to

land. The entire aircrew was saved by bailing out with parachutes.       Source: Fold3
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